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Introduot1on and Soope
The use of toxio gaeee in warfare has been a popular
subjeot among fiotion writers who have used it to present
highly sensational, and for the most part imaginative, pictures
of hew whole populations might be wiped out by a few ,, "poison
bombs" dropped on cities.

Chemical warfare has also been

useful for discussion at international peace conferenoes sinoe
gas is feared, hated, and poorly understood by most people

and therefore is a method of killing which diplomats may
popularly oondemn.
However, the experience of World War I showed quite
clearly that the field of chemical warfare is of considerable
importance and it seems likely that its importance may
increase in the near future.
The principal aim of this paper is to present the

clinical aspects of gas injuries together with the path-

ology of lesions produced and methode of therapy.
However, in addition to the above subjects, the discussion
of fundamental principles of chemical warfare hae b·een
included e1noe it is felt that suoh a knowledge is useful
in attempti~ to predict what type of medical problems are
likely to be met under different condition& in the field.
Toxic gases have been chosen, for discuaeion from the
general subject of Chemical Warfare becaueP- it is believed
that, for the moat part, these gases present problems
peculiar to military medicine while the incendiary a.gents and
smokes do not.
Only those toxic gaees which have actually been ueed,
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or seem likely to be used, in warfare have been included.
It is recognized that new toxic materials may have been

developed for war use, the natures of which have been kept
secret for military reasons.

It is felt, however, that a

discussion of the effects of the known war gases ¥ill
bring out general principles which may prove useful in
dealing with new toxic agents 11hich may be used in the
future.
In regard to the therapy of gas casualties, it has
been attempted to consider principally the immediate
treatment and merely mention conditions which m~y later
develop in the patient as a result of gas poisoning.

For

example, in considering the gas Lewieite, the discussion of
therapy is limited to that of injuries resulting from this agent's
lung irritant action ~hile the treatment of arsenic poisonixg,
which may develop later, is merely mentioned.
No. attempt has been made in this paper to discuss the
problem of whether the use of gas is the least, or most,
human form of warfare exoept with regard to history.·
A brief disouesion of the general history of gas

warfare hae been inoluded.

The history of specific agents

ueed in gas lffl.rfare has been grouped with the diecueaione of
gases.

~3-

The first recorded effort to overcome the enemy by the
use of poisonous and euffocating gases concerns the ware of
the Athenians and Spartans about 415 B.c. (ts).

The Spartans

saturated wood ~1th pitch and sulphur and burned it under the

walls of the Athenian cities in the hope of choking the
defenders and thus rendering the assault lees difficult.
Schweizheimer etatee that "Greek Fire", which was
kept a eta te secret for four centuries, wa.e

11 • • •

capable

of developing an intense, heavy smoke, which contained a
large amount of fatal oarbon monoxide." ('fr )
In the Middle Ages noxious materis.J.s whose nature
ie not known are said to have been projected by spray
guns or in bottles in the mar:.ner of hand grenades ('I'S').
It ie stated by Richardson ('f6) that Prester John,
in the Eleventh Century, filled copper figures with
materials which emitted emote from the mouths and nostrils
of effigies and "played great havoc.•
According to Osbourne (~o), the uayane of Central
America used Cayenne pepper as a weapon of war. He eta.tee
that Oapeaicin, the active principle of the smoke, renders
air inespirable in a oonoentra.tion of one part per

hundred million of air and this exoeeds in potency

the

poisonous gases used during World War I.
In l8ll Admiral Lord Dundonald noticed the deadly
character of the fumes produced by the eulphur p,rooeseing

plants in Sicily and, when the Crimean War wae being wa.gecl,
he suggested a plan for thA reduction of Sevastopol by
eulphur fumes.

At thiB time the British

government discussed

hie plan and believed it feasible but decided that the
effects of such material were eo horrible that no honorable combatant 1¥ould ever use suoh a method (i,O).
Richardson (16 ), in 1864, suggested the diepereal of
lethal gaeee in globes (shells) and, after discussing the
problem of whether the uee of gases was more or less huma.ne
than other methods of warfare, states, "War hae, at this
moment reached, in its details, euoh an extravagance of
horror and cruelty, that it oan not be made worse by any
art, and can be made more merciful only by being rendered
more energetic.

Who that had to die from a blow would not

rather place his head under Naemyth 1 e hammer than to
submit it to a drummer boy armed with a ferrule."
General Joubut protested to General White during the
Anglo-Boer War that bursting lyddite shells caused
euffooat1on(?'S).
In the "Army and Navy Register

n

for Mf;l,y-,.1915 (., ), it

is reported that one ingenious pereon suggested a bomb

filled with snuff which upon bursting would disperse the snu1f
in the air so

n •••

that the eneniy would be convulsed by sneez-

ing, and in this period of paroxysm it would be possible to
creep up on him and capture him in the throe of the convulsion."
A few years before the beginning of World War I, the
French used cartridges filJed with

ethyl-bromacetate

(a lacrimgtor) which were fired from a cartridge throwing

rifle and were used in police work (~f~.
The history of the introduction of various toxic
materials during the progress of World War I will be take~
up in the disOu&€,1ons of individual war gases.
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Part I. Fundamental Prinoipl••
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A.

Aim and Effec_!;J:_yenese of Toxic Gas as a ~pon
H.G. Wells (61) makes the following statement regarding

the uee of toxic chemicals in war.

•The idea would be to

tarnish, suffocate, blister, and burn the gentlemen in gold
lace and their political aeeociatee behind them, to the
pitch of entire disorganization."
Perhaps a more practical statement of the purpose and
effectiveness of toxic gases in war is given by Prentiss ('fS).

He states, "From the viewpoint of modern warfare where the object of battle is not to destroy human life, but rather to
put men out of action and thus not only decrease the enemy's
combat power, but also increasE=: his war burden by forcing him
to maintain the maximum number of non-effectivee, it is
obvious that gae responds to an outsttnding degree to every
requirement of an effective m1litc:.ry agent."
Pren ties bases this et~itement that gas is an effective

weapon upon statietical analysis of the casualties produced
during the first World War.

He states that 9,000,000 mustard

gas shells were fired during World War I and these produced
400,000 casualties, or one oaaualtJ for every for every
22.5 shells fired.

However, high-explosive, rifle, and machine-

gun fire gave only one casualty for every 5,000 missles.

From

an analyeie of fatal and non~fa.tal casualties,:.the same
author showed that gas ranked first ae a producer of nonfata.l casual ties and second in production of total casual ties.
Thie is significant in vie v of the fact that Prentiss has
1

estimated that in World War I, only 1.13% of the total
combat effort of the armies engaged J,a.s,,eingag.e;d in gas

-swarfare.
Kendell (1¥) points out that in the A. E. F. only one
out of fifty soldiers gaeeed died, ae compared with one out
of four by shell , gunshot, shrapnel and bayonet.
Cons idering must a rd gas casualties among t he American
forces, the follo wing graph from Prentiss (¥f) sho ws that
this material played a large part in the production of
injury and at the same time caused a r ela tiv ely &mall
number of deaths, thus suggesting that it was very effective
in tyimg up of medical personnel in the treatment of gas injury.

Besides the advantages point ed out above which gas shows
over other types of weapons , it is also superior to other
methods in r endering a given territory dangerou& for the enemy
to occupy.

It ie obvious tha t shelling an arear wy artillery

makes that arm.dangerous only eo long a s t he shelling ie
continued.

However, with gae, the terr itory

ie

made

dangerous to occupy for r elatively long periods of time with
only the initial effort of diss emina ting the toxic agent.
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Also, gas warfare is very effective in lowering the
morale of troops and particularly of civilians subjected to
gas atto.ck, since 1 t is fea.re,id and poorly understood by the
ave.rage person.

As pointed out by Maxwe:;.1 (33), the neoesei ty of
wearing a respirator materially diminishes the working
efficiency of troops.

He estimates this reduction to

be as much ae 25%.
Finally, gasAs are very useful for contaminating food-

stuffs, weapons, and other materials, thus rendering them

useleee or at best dangerous and difficult to handle.
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B. Defini tio~
~~

The definition of nga.see" in the mil1tary sense,

ae given by Prentiss (t.r) is as follows.

"Gases are

chemical agents which produce physiological effects •.•
Phyeioally they are often dispersed a.a liquids and not
infrequently as particulate clouds; yet the term gas has
attained •~m1l1tary parlance a generic meaning that
embraces any chemical used for its direct effect upon
the human body."
Lethal Agent. A lethal agent is a gae which

µ-

oduces

death.
Irritant Agent.

An irritant agent is a gas which.

as employed in the field, caueee incapacitation but does

not cause serious casualties or death.
A

toxi£.:._

A toxic is a substance which is capable

of producing death or impairing norn1al body functions.
Toxicity: Toxicity is the measure of the poisonous
effect of a substance.
Laorimator. A lacrimator is a. subeta.nce capable of
causing temporary irritation of the eyes.
stances are commonly known as ".tear gases.

These subn

Lung Inj uran~. Lung injurante are those gases whioh

particularly injure the bronchial tubes and lunge.

They

are frequently lethal in actiam, ift actiofi. ~.

Lung Irritant. Lung irritants are those agente oapable
of causing temporary irritation of the bronchial tubee and

lunge.

I

They are usually non-lethal and include lacrimatore

and eternutatora.

-11Veeicants. Vesicants are agents which produce a
blistering effect upon the skin.
Sternutator. ("sneeze gases" or •irritant gaeee") These
eubetanoes irritate the nasal pasea.ges and oauee sneezing,

nausea and headache of short duration.
Systemic Toxic. Systemic toxice are subeta.nces which
exert a direct •tfect on the heart and nervous system ("IJ- ~.
Concentration.

Concentration is the quantity of

chemical agent present in a given volume of air.

It ie

expressed in any one of the four ways given below.
1. Milogram8 of gu per liter of air.
2. Grams of gas per oubio meter of air.

3. Ounces of gas per thousand oubio feet of air.

4. Parts of gas per million parts of air.
All of the above, except the last, are for practical

purposes the same.

Irritating Concentration. An irritating concentration
is one that produces irritant effects on man without
1nj uring body function of seriously 1mpe,iring working
efficiency.
Intolerable Concentration.:..

An

intolerable concentrat-

ion ie one that cannot be endured for more than a brief
period of time.
Lethal Conc·ent1:ill,2n.•

A lethal concentration ie one

which produces death of the average unprotected man after a
brief definite period of exposure.

-12Pereietencz.

Pera1stency is the length of time a

chemic al agent remains efft::ct . . ve at the point of its release.
A "persistent" agent remains effective after ten minutes.

It is "non-persistent" if it remains effective less than

ten minutes.
All of the above definitions are modified from Prentiss (1.r) .•
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o.

Taataca~_!'?eguirement~

Obviously, the taotioal requirements of a gas vary
somewhat aooording to the prospeotive uee to be made of the
gas.

For example, in offensive operations, the agent should

be sufficiently non-persistent, tha.t the troops who are
using 1 t will be able to safely enter the oonta.m1nated
area when the enemy has been driven out.

Forces on the

defene1 ve would be likely to require a gas w1 th a high
degree of persistenoy and one which would render the oontaminated area unsafe for oooupat1on over a long period
of time.
The other taotioa.l requirements besides proper degree
of persistenoy whioh a gas should fulfill are stated
briefly below. (S'r)
l.

The gas should have a high degree of toxicity.

3.

It should have multiple effectiveness, that is,
it should injure multiple organs or systems.

3.

It•

effects shOuld be of long duration.

4.

Its action should be immediate and the gas
should be odorless and invisible.

s.

It ahould ba.ve a high degree of penetrability,
thus making protection againet its action difficult.
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D.

Methods of D1ssem1nailQ.a

Laorimator gases were used against the Germane by the
French in hand-grenades as early as August 1914 (fJ~).
Chlorine was by the Germane on April 22, 1915.

It was

released froip et eel oylinders and a.:l.0"'61 to drift with the
wind over the Allies• trenches.

But, ae pointed out by

Prentiss, (~.f"), the nature of travel of gae clouds is such
that it re~uires

,so

pounds of chlorine released at the

rate of 15 pounds per minute in order to produce deaths over
168 feet of enemy front.

per foot.

This am.01.mte to about three pounds

Therefore, in order to produce a high oonoentrat1ou

of gas in a given area more eoonomioa.lly and without relying
ao

greatly on wind oonditions, the gas shell oame into uee.

Artillery shells were the first gas projectiles uaed

which

vrere thrown by a powder charge.

Shortly after the introduction of the gas artillery shell,
the British developed a type of projeotor(Liv1na mortar) wh1oh
waa capable of firing a large number of high capaoity projeot1lee
for a distanoe of about 2,000 yards and giving extremely heavy

concentration on enemy positions.
Toxic oa.ndles, hand-grenades, and rifle-grenades, were

used during World War I principally for dispersing gases
in small a.mounts to harass enemy troops.

The airplane wae

not ueed during the first World War to distribute toxio
gases.

Since the efficiency of the modern respirator grew

-15-

zapidly during the years 1915-19 and has oontinued to increase
sinoe that time, it would seem that the most effective use of
gas depends on the element of eurpriae and therefore, the
exposure of a given area to lethal ooncentration of gas must
ocour rapidly.

Therefore, it 1e reasonable to suppose that the

ail'l)lane will be used in the future since it oan carry large
quantities of toxic material in bombs or oan disperse liquid

gases in the form of a spray on troop oonoentrations, thus
accomplishing gross liquid oontamination of dumps of stores
and rendering material useless and dangerous to handle (36).
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B.

Olaesifioation of Gases

nu.ring the early part of World war I a broad olassifioof gases into •Lethal• and •Harassing• agents was aooepted.
With the introduotion of mustard gas there was a new
distinction

ma.de

bet~een •persistent• and •non-persistent•

gases.

The olassifioation of war gases according to their
phyeioa.l state under ordinary atmospheric conditions is

a simple one, but ie unsatisfactory from the medical point
of view since it gives no information ooncerning the nature
of action on the hunan body.

1oal grouping was introduced.

Because of this~ a phye1ologSuch a classification is

given below.

l.

Lung Irritants.

a.

Veeioa.nts.

3.

Laorimators.

4.

Sternutators.

The above is the American olaseifioation adopted after
the first World 1'8,r and modified after Prentiss. (1.r)

Perhaps a more satisfactory classification, sinoe it
includes not only physiological effect but also tactical.
usage and therefore, makes possible prediction of what
agents are to be expeoted under oertain conditions, is the
one suggested in the British Mediou Manual of Chemical Warfare

(3,). This is given below.
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I.

Vesioants

II. Lethal Agents

III.

A.

Lung Injurants

B.

Paralyeants

o.

Araenuretted hydrogen

1

Syetem1o Toxice

Harassing Agents

A.

Laorimators

B.

Sensory Irritants (Sternutators)

Included in this claesifio&tion under "Accidental Gases•
are those toxio gases not used as weapons.
The toxio agents used, or likely to be used, in warfare,
will now be taken up 1ndi vidually or as groups.

Their

physical properties, physiological effeot, morbid anatomy
and treatment of casualties will be dieoussed.

The last claaeification given above will be followed
as an arrangement for discussion of the toxic agents.

-18-

Part II
Tox1o Gasee--Phyeioal Properties, Phyaiologioal Effeote,
and Treatment of OasuaJ.tiee Produced

-19-

I. The Vesioa.nta

A. Meohanism of Action of Vesioa.nts with Speo1al
Reference to Mustard

Leake a.nd Marsh.state that the ordinary wa.r gases
may be considered to be relatives of such types of inhal-

ation anesthetio a.gents as aloohol, chloroform, and ether"6).
They state • .•. their war gas relatives may owe an increased
irritative action to aggressive faotore associated with
altered halogenation and polarity ••. •.' 'An e:aample of the
relation is g1 ven below.
Mustard Gas
(Ol-OHa-OH2) 38

These authors express the intensity of action of a.
given tox1o agent as a fmot1on of a number of faotors as
in the formula given below.

I= (f) Dif

Ch

P

In this expression I tqua.ls intensity; D, dosage; rA, rate
of absorption; and rE, rate of elimination.

Ch,expreeses the

physio-ohemical properties Qf the drug suoh as differential
solubility, polarity, moleoular configuration, dieeociation
oharaoteristioe, and opt1oal properties.

P, expresses the

peculiarities of the particular type of living tissue affected; such as a.ge, metabolic and a.llergio states, and enzyme
balance.
A number of theories have been advanced in an attempt to
explain the toxio action of the veeioants on the living
organism.

Mustard gas has been the most extensively studied.
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Probably the simplest explanation of the meohanism of
action is that the gas, by virtue of 1 ts high degree of
lipid solubility, penetrates into the living oell and there,
by

protplaemio hydrolysis, liberates hydrochloric ao1d(1/JJ
{J'f)

Lillie, in a report of experimental work done on the
action of diohlorethyleulphide on starfish eggs, states
that there was a striking oorrespondenoe between the
degree of hydrolysis and the toxic effect.

The intra-

cellular injection of gas-salt water mixture into the eggs
gave immediate destructive effect if the mixture had been
allowed to stand for several hours.

Ho\fever, if fresh

solution was injected there was no immediate effect-presumably beoauee sufficient hydrolysis had not oooured.
He also states that injections were made with aqueous
solutions of mineral acids of about the same strength ae
the decomposed mustard, and these were showed to give about
the same effect as the hydrolized muatard gas.
The idea that veeioant gases owe their effect solely to
the liberation of aoid within the odll is denied by a number
of investigators. Flury (11 ) recognized the importa.noe of
the oha.nges in hydrogen ion concentration

within the cell

but states that besides •intracellular acid effect• there
must still be other chemical reactions involved.

He believed

that the gas molecule combined as a whole with intracellular
substances to produce a •foreign body complex•.
In a special article on civilian gas casualties in the
•Medical Journal. of Auatralia• for 1939 (3) it is stated

-21that mustard gas does not owe its aotion to the liberation
of hydrochloric ao1d by hydrolysis, but rather, the•whole

molecule

exerts a direct toxic effect on the oellf

Lynoh (31) states that mustard gas does hydrolize in
the body since one of the hydrolysis products, dihydroxyethylsulphide, may be detected in the urine after poisoning With
mustard.

He showed that the hydrolysis products of mustard

produced no irritation when injected subouta.neously and
dihydroxyethylsulphide, when applied to the skin 1& without
effect.

Lynoh points out that the above experiments do not

eliminate the possibility of the intracellular liberation of
hydroohlorio acid being, at least in part, the cause of the
severe effects of mustard einoe the penetrating power of the
hydrolysis products is low.
Soht1reizheimer (b7) reports a study made

by

comparing

the action of mustard and strong mineral aoids experimentally
applied to the skin.

The lesions were compared ma.croscop1oally

and miorosoop1oally.

He states that the lesions produced

by. mineral a.oide had an entirely different appearance from
those oa.used by muatard.
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B. Gener~l Characterietioe of the Veaicante
The genere.l characterietice of the veeicant group of
war gases might be stated as follows(¥.f).
l. They are non-epeoialized in action on the body and
destroy the cellular structure of tissues wherever they come
in contact with them.
2. They are slow acting in the production of ph},'8 iologioal effects and their toxic effects do not usually
produce aymptoma until sometime after exposure.

The injuries

produced by the vesicants are seldom fatal.
3. Their action is non-re~ereible for the injury
produced to cellular structure is permanent.

The leeions

heel in time depending on the depth of penetration.
4. They are low in threshold of action.
5. They have high boiling points; low vapor pressure
and volatility.

This results in a high degree of peraietency.

6. They are insidious in aotion, giving little or no
warning of their presence until after injury is sustained.
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c.

The Discussion of Individual Agents

l. Diohlorethylsul~hide (American, •Mustard Gae•; German, •Lost•,

or "Yellow Crose•; French, •Yperite").
Mustard gas was discovered about sixty years before
the outbreak of World war I and its toxic properties had
been extensively studied, especially by the Germans by the
beginning of the 20th century.

It was introduced by the

Germane as a. weapon in July, 1917 and 'Ras used in artillery
shells.
It is said the Germans introduced Mustard in order

to oomba.t the efficient defense which had been developed
by the Allies against the gases used during 1916 a.nd the
early part of 1917.

Previous to the introduction of mustar4

the agents ha.4 been chiefly of the lung irritant group.
Mustard took the Allies by surprise and the

1a,ooo

tons

of it ueed are estimated to have produced 400,._QOO casualties.
It was the most efficient of the gases used in World War I

since only eO po1.mds of gas were used to produce a casualty
aa oompared with 230 pounds of the lung injurant agents.(~~)

Phye1oal Properties
In its pure state dichlorethylsulph1de is a clear,
straw colored, oily liquid.

Crude Mustard is dark in color.

It has a epeo1fio gravity of l.37(at 15 degrees c.), boils
at 217 degrees

c.,

solidifies at 14 degrees

o.

and gives off

a vapor 5.5 times as heavy as air.
It is slightly soluble in water and freely eolti:>le in
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fats or fat solvents such as aloohol, ether, gasoline or

kerosene.

It is quite stable ohemically but is slowly

hydrolized in the presence of water.

It is rendered

non-toxio by ohlorine or chlorinating agents euoh as
diohloramine-T.(~3)
Mustard has great penetrating power, and like oil,
is readily taken up by clothing.

It penetrates rubber and

leather.
Because of the high density of its vapor and its low
vapor pressure, it is a persistent gas and may remain for
days or weeks in the contaminated area.

The frozen gas

gives off vapor for months.
Physiological Effeot1
Mustard, in low oonoentrations, has practically no
odor.

In high oonoentration, its odor resembles that of

mustard or garlic.

It is insidious in its aotion einoe

it may produce casualties in oonoentratione whioh are

easily missed by odor.

Aleo, since onoe detected the sense

of smell is soon dulled, the exposed inoividual may think
he has passed out of the contaminated are while oont1nu1ng
to breathe.damaging oonoentratione of the vapor.

The

detection of mustard by odor 1e also rendered untrustworthy by the faot that this odor may easily be dieguised
by

combining mustard with other material having a oharaoter-

ietio odor.
In addition to the d~ff1oulty of detection by odor,
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the insidious nature of mustard'a action is furthered by the
faot that it oausee no immediate irritation of the eyes or
respiratory tract if the individual is exposed to moderate
concentration.
In the Britith Medical Manual of Chemical Warfare (3b)
it is etated that all persons are sensitive to the action of
mustard to about the same degree on the first exposure.
However, Eyster and ¥ayer (\o)ehowed by experimental exposure
of the skin of men and rabbits to mustard that while the

rabbi ta gave a fairly uniform response~, individual susoeptibility varied in man.

For example, in one man it was found

that erythema appeared twelve hours after exposure of the
skin to a concentration of 0.001 mg./liter for one half hour.

In another individual an exposure to 0.044 mg./11ter for
the

same length of time gave no reaction •
Marshall {l~) showed by exposing the skin of men

to mustard vapor.,aat one individual was 600 times as
sensitive as another.
exposed before.

Ne1~her of these had ever been

Regarding hypersensitivity to muetard,

Prentiss (~b) states that onoe exposed to mustard
the effect of a second exposure is increased.

However,

Sollman (s2.) state• that in individuals having had prolonged exposure to mustard the 1n1njured areae of skin
did not show any inoreaaed sensitivity to this material.
Sollman did find that onoe skin was burned with mustard,
the "healed• burns were over-euseept1ble to any type of
injury.
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The toxicity of mustard is high.

Prentiss(~~) states

that a oonoentration of 0.001 mg./liter will cause casualties
from conjunctivitis if exposure ie for one bour.

Exposure to

a concentration of 0.15 mg/liter for ten minutes will
probably cause fatal injury.
Mustard gas oauees intense irritation and injury to
any tissue it may contact.

In addition to the local action

occuring when the gas oomee in direct oontaot with some part
of the body, Uaier (3L) states that it oauees a temporary neutrophilio leukocytos1s, anemia, transient hypoglyoem1a and toxic injury to the suprarenal cortex.
II

Watjen (~~)

states that

•Muatard affeot1 the entire

metabolic system, induoee blood degeneration,

and

damages

the hemopo1etio organs, such as the bone marrow.•

Morbid Anatomz
According to Goldman ( \~ ) , the principal pathological
findings upon examination of the skin are perivasoular
infiltration of the ekin, vessel thrombosis, and vesicle
and bullae formation.

In an article titled •Action of

Dichlorethylsulphide on the Skin•, it is stated that the
perivaeoular infiltration seen is principally eoeinophilio.

It is also stated that there is extension of the

oongeetion and perivaeoular infiltration quite widely
beyond the area involved with aotual bullae formation,
and that_1n general the pathology resulting from the
action of mustard on the skin resembles greatly that of
an x-ray burnt'-1).
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Munch states that there are four general types of
cutaneous reactions.

Thees are, l-simple erytherm,2-

p1gmentat1on and exfoliation, 3- eczematous, 4- edematoua,
bulloue, uloerative, and neorotizing.

These, he atatee,

are not clear out and it is frequently 1mpoes1mble to
classify themtJ\)
According to Koontz(lb), skin lesions are not seen
on the scalp.

He states that skin lesions are most severe

in the a.xillae, bends of the elbows, inner aspect e of the

arms, inner aspects of the thighs, groins and genitalia.

Borxia (31) gives a description of autopsy findings.
He states that there 1s found

a purulent imflammatory

condition of the respiratory mucosa with necrosis and sloughing.

The lungs show alternation areas of ateleotas1s,

emphysema, congestion, and bronoho-pneumonio imflammation.
The small bronchi are found to be filled with yellow,
purulent material.

Isolated areas of pulmonary edema may be

found.
The gastro-intestinal tract, according to the same

author, may show involvement in the form of emall patches
of submuooue hemorrhage.

This is usually confined to the

cardiac region of the stomach and the upper duodenum and
may account for th«! epigaetric pain complained of by gassed
patients.

This, Norris states, is probably the result of

the swallowing of contaminated saliva.
show oongeetion.

The kidneys usually

-za-

-Erythema Caused by Mustard
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Symptom.!_ and Findings

According to Norrie ( ~'\), symptoms begin to appear about

two to five hours after expoeure to mustard vapor.

The skin,

particula.rly of the face and neck, becomes erytllematcus.

The eyelids become edematous.

Photophobia, lacrimation, and

ble.ptharoepaem are prcncunced.

There may be stibsternal and

epigaetrio pain.

Pain in the eyes is severe.

reepira.tcry rate are increased.

By

The pulse and

the end of twenty-four

hcurs those 1ndividuale sho have been eeverlely gassed show,
in addition to the above, cutaneous blistering, particulary
of the face, neck, inner surfe~cee of the theghe, and scrotum.

The buttocks are frequently severely involved as a result of
sitting on contaminated earth.
Because of damage to the respiratory tract there may be
severe cough and the expectoration of purulent, bloodstreaked sputum, which may contain po rt1ons of the mu.co ea
of trachea and bronchi.

By the end of forty-eight hours

many patients during World war I developed wide spread and
coalescing broncho-pneumonia.
If broncho-pneumonia develops, the patient may become
delirious, oough increases, and cyanoaie may appear.
and

dyspnea are severe.

Pain

In contrast to phoegene poisoning,

dyepnea, fever, oya.noeie, taohyoardia, and prostration occur~
late after exposure to mustard.

Practically none of the patients

die before thirty-six hours after exposure, and death may
occur we~ks later.

The effect of mustard gas on the eyes is des~ribed quite
completely in a special article on the treatment of gae
casualties in the "Medical Journal of Australia" (3 ).

It

is stated here that the swelling and blepharoepaem may become

so severe that temporary blindness may result.

In the

severely burned oases, on the first day after exposure, a
dead white band may be eeen transversing the exposed area
of the conjunctiva.

Thie is due to coagulation edema which

may compress the veeeele and threaten the nutrition of the
cornea.

Ae resolution occurs this band disappears.

Aooording to Norris, death is apparently caused by
bronoho-pneumonia a.nd asphyxia.

The asphyxia is a result

of the obstruction of the small bronchi and bronohiolee by
purulent secretions and mucoeal sloughs.
Trea.tmen;t of Casual ties Caused. by ,!:xposure to Mustard

According to Norrie (~~), upon receiving a patient who
hae been exposed to mustard gae, his clothing should be
removed at once and the ga.rmente either Thrown out of
doors or put in closed containers.

If there is liquid

oontam1nat1on of the skin, dry pads should be applied in to
a.b sorb excess vesioant.

The liquid-contaminated ekin may

then be dabbed with eome fat solvent such ae gasoline,
oa.rbon *etra.ohloride, or kerosine.

It should be remembered

that theee materials merely dissolve the gas and therefore,
they sbould oot be allowed to run onto the non-contaminated
areas.

For the same reason, fresh solutions should be used

on each p~tient.

After the application of solvente, the

patient I a body should be washed completely and thoroughly
with soap and water.

Care should be taken to insure removal

of gas from the hair.

Norris advooatee clipping the hair.

The above prooedures should be carried out in a well-ventilated room, and the attendant should be protected with gasproof gloves and apron.

It should be r~mernbered, that the

attempts to remove mustard gas from the body by the methods
described above are prophylactic measures and must be used
immediately after exposure to be of any value.
Likewise, the attempt to avoid or minimize skin

.

damage by neutralization of the mustard must be carried
out early to be suooeeeful.

Neutralization

may be

accomplished by the application of bleach ointment (ointment anti-gas No. l) as described in Teohnical Manual No.8.{S~)
Thie ie prepared by mixing equal parts by weight of white
petroleum jelly and chlorinated lime.

Yellow petroleum jelly

should not be used since it may undergo spcntaneoue oombuetion
when stored.

Another preparation that may be used is Ointment

anti-gas No.2.
Chlora.mine-T

8 parts by weight

D1ethyleneglyool distearate

8 parts by weight

Sodium stearate ( oommercia.l)

a

Distilled water

parts by weight

18 parts

by

weight

Neither of the above ointments should be applied if
erythema has already developed.

After erythema develops, the

ointment desoribed below is recommended ($3).
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Antipruritic Ointment No. 88
grams or coButyn sulfate

0.5

Benzyl alcohol

12.0

Menthol

0.2

011 of lavender

0.2

Alcohol

5.0

Stearic acid

12.0

Goldman .{ti ) cautions that if chlorine containing agents
are used on the skin, these should be removed within a few minutes since they themselves are capable of producing skin
irritation.

After removal of these neutralizing agents, the

skin should be washed thoroughly with soap and waterbs).
For irritation of the eyes, nose, and mouth; these may
be washed repeatedly wi tl'1 normal saline or one percent sodium

bicarbonate solution.

If available diohloramine-T 0.5% to l.0%

in ohloroosane may be instilled in the eyes.

A drop of sterile

liquid petroleum may be placed in each eye to prevent the
formation of adhesions.
If damage to the eye has been extensive and corneal
ulceration develops, the pupils should be kept dilated with
atropine sulphate, in order to diminish reflex irritation of
the iris and oiliary body, until the acute stage is passed.
Ophthaimic ointments of sulfa drugs may be employed in the
treatment of purulant conjunctivitis.
Cocaine should not be used to lessen pain, since it
is said to oauee exfoliation of the corneal epitheliilill.

In

place of oocain, Norise (3,) advocatee a two percent solution
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of "Novocain• in l:l,COO adrenalin.

Or the solution desoribed

below may be used (s?>).
Medical Dept. Item No. 91091
Neosynephrin HCl

grams or co.

1.%

25.0

Pontocain
Rorie acid

0.25

saturated solution

75. O

When the acute stage of inflan:rnation has subsided the
instillaticn of a few drops of the following solution at
frequent intervals is said, by Borrie('i,), to be helpful.
grams or cc.
Boric acid

10.0

Zinc sulphate
Adrenalin

2.0

(l;l,000)

4.0

Distilled water q.e.

30.0

For ulceration of the cornea, besides atropine, hot
applications and frequent bathing of the eyes are indicated(

).

For photophobia, which is frequently severe, eye shades
of a light bandage may be used.

However, the bandage should

not be tight enough to hinder the escape of secretions.
Cough may be combatted by the use of steam inhalation
(with benzoin) and oodein may be ueed as needed.
Delatield's text of Pathology states that the inhalation
of was gasee give riee to a characterietic type of pneumonia
due solely to the ohemioal action and not necessarily accompanied
by

bacterial infection(~).

Winternitz(~~)

reports that

experimental gassing of dogs caused invasion of the lungs
by organisms that normally inhabit the dog' e mouth.

Goldrnan('1 )
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consider& the use of the sulfa druge 1n the treatment of
the bronoho-pneumon1a which eo frequently develops after
exposure to mustard.

He states that •Although the bacter-

iology of the pneumonia developing after mustard poisoning
has not been thoroughly et1xi1e4, it aeeme likely that the
sulfa drugs sbould be gJ.•e!l.J.in.;thl(. \18ual,.id.gees. •

Norrie ( 3'\)

believes that the patient who develops pneumonia should be
isolated from other patients.
Goldman (\1) states that inhalations of oxygen are
of value for the patient who shows oyanoeie.
The subject of the treatment of skin lesions caused
by mustard has been taken up in the article •The Medical
Treatment of Gas Casualties• (3 ).

Thia author that if

the patient ie seen within three hours after the formation
of bullae--that 1s, before the fluid in the blister has
become purulent, the fluid may be evacuated by drawing
1t out into a ater1le syringe, thus allowing the blister
to collapse.

He states that if the fluid is already

infected when the blister is sean ~- its roof may be cut
away, the denuded surface irrigated and tan1o acid epre.yed

on to form a ooagul um.

Goldman ( ,, ) advocates removal of

the roof of all bullae and the tan1o acid treatment of
the burn, using tanic acid and then silver nitrate in the
usual manner employed in the treatment of burns caused
by

heat.

In Technical Manual No. 8 (53) eulfadiazine ointment (5%)
is recommended for application to the denuded areae.
In •The Medical Treatment of Gas casualties" the
author states that another acceptable method of treating
burns caused by mustard is the use of linen cloths soaked
in Dakin'• solution (containing 0.54% hypoohlorio acid).
These are kept on the burna during the day and are moistened
every half hour with the same solution.
gauze or
applied.

1%

At night, Vaseline

chloramine-T in sodium stearate cream is

He states that if large surfaces of the body are

burned, colloidal baths are helpful.

For these the following

ingredients are usea.
Commercial. oornstaroh

one potmd

Sodium bicarbonate

one pound

Sterile saline

thirty gallons at 90°F.

Regarding the method of preference for treating the
denuded surface of mustard burns. there is nearly as much

contraversy as on the swjeot of treatment of burns due to
heat.

Glover and Syndow (\~ ) give the results of extenei ve

experience ~1th the tanio acid method and conclude that this
method does give good results.

Since most investigators

agree at least that the tanio acid method with or without
silver nitrate is fairly acceptable, and since this method
Cl'V

has many advantages from the standpoint military medicine
in minimum of care and availability of waterials, it would
seem likely that this method will be widely

used.

2. Chlorvinyl.9-_i£hl:9.ra~~ (•Lewisi te 11 )
This gas was developed by the Americans in 1917 in
response to the need for an highly toxic, non-persistent,
quick acting gas which combined veeicant action with
general intoxication.

It is stated by Hant;l1an (,C\ ) that

the Germans had manufactured ohlorvinyldichlorarsine before
its discovery by Dr. Lewis in the United States.

Why

they did not use it during the first World ~ar is not known.
Although lewisite was prepared by mass production
methods by the Americans during 1917 and 1918, 1t was never
used in battle because difficulty in production delayed
its shipment to Europe.

The first shipment was not sent

until November 1918 and wa.e at sea when the Armistice was
signed.
Physioy and Chemical Properties
Lewieite is an.oily, light amber oolored liquid.

Ite

epecific gravity is 1.88, and its boiling point is l90°c.
It freezes at -18°

c.

Its vapor pressure is somewhat higher

than that of mustard and

1t

gives off a dense vapor 7.l

times as heavy as air.
Lewisite is readily hydrol1Zed in the presence of
moisture to give hydrochloric acid and beta -chlorv1nylars1ne.
It is rapidly decomposed in the presence of alkali and active

oxidizing agents suoh as chloride of lime and hypochloritee.
It is freely soluble in liquid solvents

and is highly

penetrating for clothing, rubber, and leather.
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Phzsiologioal EJ~_gj;e_
In moderate concentration lewisite has the odor
of geraniums.

Ite method of action ie not completely

understood but, like mustard, it is hydrolized to give
hydroohloric acid and it is possible that the intracellular

liberation of this acid is partially responsible for i te
damaging effects on tissue. · Unlike mustard, the other
produot of hydrolysis is also highly toxic and ie
capaple of causing cell necrosis.

The arsenic portion

of this hydrolysis product is taken up by the circulation,
fixed in various tissues and gives

systemic poisoning.

Thus lewisite is a strong looal and general toxic.
Prentiss (~S) states that a dose of 0.0173 grams per

pound of body weight is fatal.

Vedder estimates

that

1. 4 oo. of liquid lewisi te epJa. shed on the akin would kill
an ordinary sized man if no treatment was given.(St)
The minimum irritating concentration of lewisite
is below the minimum concentration whiob oan be deteoted
by odor.

A concentration of O.l20mg./liter if inhaled

for ten minutes produoee fatal injury(~~).
The aotion of lewisite ta more rapid than that of

mustard.

Hederer and Ietin (~1) applied both of these

gaees to the skin of man.

The lewisite wae absorbed in

about five minutes with a slight burning sensation.

The

skin began to redden by the end of thirty minutes and the
area of erythema oame to occui;·~ a surface of about la om.
by

the end of the third hour.

Vesicles, due to lewis1te,

appeared by the end of thirteen hours.

With Mustard, there

was no sensation upon a.pplioa.tion of the gas to the skin and
about twenty minutes were required for absorbtion.

With

Mustard, erythera did not appear until after two hours and
at the end of the third hour oovered a eurfaoe of only about
four om.

Vesiculation, due to Mustard, did not appear until

a.bout the twenty-forth hour.
Besides irritation of the skin, lew1s1te produces
uloeration of the upper respiratory passages and damages the
lung in the ea.me manner ae·doee Mustard.

Thia damage to the

lung may lead to secondary bronoho-pneumonia.
Its systemic toxic action causes the same changes in
tne blood and blood forming organs as does Mustard and
since it oontaine arsenic, it is capable of causing the
manifestations of arsenic poisoning.
Liquid lewisite in the eye causes marked chemosia of
the conjunctiva, ulceration of the cornea, and iritis.
These changes are similar to those caused by Mustard but

are more severe.
Morbid Anatomy (resulting from irritating action of lewisite)

The pathological changes·found i~ the skin are similar
to those caused by Mustard.

However, vesiculation and

necrosis are more severe in the oase of lewiaite poisoning~o).
The fluid in the lewisite blister is more opaque than
that of the Muetard blister and ther:itll1Jter,-:..ta.. steep sided.
It i~ not a,.1.-rround.eu. ,11th th9 m~.:rkiwerythem2.. s 1,9n with mustard
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olisters.
The changes in the eye, respiratory passages, blood.,
and hemopoietio organs are similar to those resulting from
mustard. poisoning.
Symptoms

and F~ndings

With poisoning by le.ivisi te the syfptoma develop earlier

than they do from e_xposure to mustard and are more severe.
Conjtmctiv1t1s, sneezing, and nasal irritation occur practically immediately upon contact with moderate ooncentratione
of lewieite (s~).

Most people feel stinging pain upon

contact of +1qu1d lewis1 te with the skin. Erythema appears
in a.bout thirty minutes and bullae reach their peak
in about twelve hours Cs-1).
A

condition resembling traumatic shook may develop

within a few hours of receiving a severe lewisite burn.
The ey.:mptoms of secondary bronoho-pneumonia may
ooour •
Later, manifestations of arsenic intoxication may
occur as evidenced

by

dryness and soreness of the throat,

diarrhea, and restlessness.

Liver and nervous system

involvemen~ -may also ooour.
Trea. tlbent •
The treatment of lewisite poisoning ia, in general,
the same ae that due to mustard.

Neoessa.ry measures that

differ from those used in the treatment of mustard poisoning are given below.

Prophylaotio treatment

against skin injury must be

given immediately (within one or two minutes) since penetration
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is rapid.

The liquid should be blotted off with dry

absorbent material.

Then the contaminated area. :·of skin

apould be swabbed with either of the solutions given below (S3).
l. Eight per oent hydrogen peroxide. (or three per oent
if no other is available).

2.A ten per oent solution of sodium hydroxide in
thirty per cent glycerol. (or a five per cent
aqueous solution if other is not available).
Then, as with mustard, the skin should be washed thoroughly
with soap and water.

The same anti-pruritic ointment may

be used as was described with the treatment of mustard
poisoning.
If liquid lewiaite has entered the eye, immediate
measures are imper.:1.tive.

A few drops of

o.si

hydrogen

peroxide or 0.5% pottasium permanganate should be instilled
immediately.

If these are not available, the eye should

be irrigated copiously with water or two per cent sodium
bicarbonate solution.

The after ca.re of the eye is the same

as with mustard burns.
The same measures as with mustard gassing are used for
the treatment of the injuries to the respiratory system.
Since lewiaite contains arsenic, systemic measures
should be instituted to oombat the development of intoxication due to this metal.

These, in general, consist of

the maintenance of adequate fluid intake, intravenous glucose
as needed, and later a high carbohydrate, high protein,
high vitamin diet.

3. The Nitrogen Mustard Groµp
Very little information concerning the nature of this
group of gasses has, as yet, been published.

According to

a training oircula.r(sb) issued by the War Department they
are; •veeicant agents, casualty producing agents, and
persistent agents.•

However, although they are classed

as persistent agents, they are much lees persistent than
mustard or lewiei te.

The moat v,:,latile of the new group

is said lees to persist less than two hours, even when

contamination is heavy.
Physical and ~hemioal Properties
Some of these materials are liquids while others are
solids with low melting points.
yellow.

They are colorless to pale

Their volatility varies from less to five times

as great as that of mustard gas.

They are said to be foirly

readily hydrolized by water.
Physiological Effects
The nitrogen mustard group of gasses have fishy or soft
soap like odors.

However, eome of them are said to be practic-

ally odorless in the concentrations likely to be used in the
field.

Details concerning the exact degree of toxicity of these

agents are not available.

But it is stated (s~ ~ that exposure

for ten minutes to a concentration of

c.oas

mg.lliter causes

mild lacrimation and smarting of the eyes.
The products of hydrolysis of these materials are toxic.
They act ae neorotizing irritants to all tie£:uee which they
may contact.

Vee1oa.tion is caused Nhen these agents are applied

to the skin.

They irritate and damage the eyes.

Besides irritating the eyes, they act initially as
strong miotics.

The irritation of the eye is similar to that

caused by mustard gas.
They irritate and damage the reepir&tory tract in a
similar manner to mustard.

Following their injury to the

respiratory passages and lungs secondary broncho-pneumonia
may develop.
As a result of absorption of these mat~rials there is
hemorrhagic injury to the gastro-intestinal tract.
The nitrogen mustards also aot as systemic toxioa
and are said to deatroy the leukocytes of the blood and
injure the lymphoid tissue, hemopoietio organs and parts of

the central nervous system.
Mild e~poeure, however, will probably not cause
noticeable systemic symptoms

(S'b )..

The early effect on

the nervous system is said to be oholinergic in character
as manifested by salivation, laorimation, and contraction
of the intestine.

With the absorption of large amo1.mts

there are tremors and flaccid paralysis of muscles.

The

latter may become generalized in severe oases.
Morbid Anatom_z
The pathological ohangea seen in the eye, skin,
rewpiratory tract, olood, and hemopoietio system are similar
to those described in mustard poisoning.

Symptoms
Laorimation and burning of th2 eyes oooure ae a result
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of exposure to low concentrations of these gaeaee.
These symptoms may appear from fife to eighteen minutes
after exposure and then disappear for a short time.

They

become persistent about two and one half hours after
exposure.

After severe exposure eye symptoms rapidly progress

and reaoh a maximum in about twenty-four hours.

At this

time there is marked laoriution, deep eye pain, and
photophobia..
In mild exposure there may be no irritation of the

skin.

In more severe exposure erythema., local edema, and

vesioa.tion appear more quickly than with mustard gas burns.
The symptoms that would be present in man due to
irritation of the respiratory system are believed to be
similar to those ca.used by mustard.

Secondary broncbo-

pneumonia might be expected to occur after twenty four hours.
The symptoms due to nervous system involvement in man
are not known but might be expeoted to be similar to those
seen in animals and described under phJs1olog1oal effect.
Treatment
The treatment of eye injury ie identioal to that
redomrnended for the treatment of injury caused by mustard.
Atropine sulphate should be started early and instilled
every hour w.til effective mydrtasis is obtained.
this it ie instilled each day.

After

An eye shade is used to

give relief from photophobia 1 oils are employed to keep
the lids from sticking, and eye drops (previously described
Vedioal Degartment item No. 910~0) used to relieve pain.

Irritation and itching of the skin is allayed by the
use of the Pontooain ointment already described (anti-pruritio
ointment No. 88).

Vesicles should not be opened unless very

tense and then only using sterile .. ~eohnique. A further care
of skin lesions is as given for treatment of mustard poisoning.
The treatment of irritation of the respiratory tract
is likewise the same as fOT mustard poisoning.
Gastro-intestinal symptoms may be relieved by barbiturates
and atropine.
Atropine is also indicated in the attempt to combat
the oholinergio effects of the nitrogen mustards{Sb).
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II. The Lethal Agents
A. Lung Injurants
• · , As

a class, the substances making up this group are

volatile liquids with low boiling points.

Their principal

effect is to injure the lung and cause fluid to pass into
the alveoli.
Prentiss(~~) gives the following properties which the

lµng injurants hold in common.
l. Their threshold of useful action is relatively
high--varying between one and ten mg. per liter of air.

a.

They are effective on very short exposure;

usually only a few minutes being required to produce death
or serious injury in the ooncentratione commonly used 1n battle.
3. They exert

a similar physiological action

comprising the following factors.
a. They irritate

the

mucous membrane of

the respiratory system(noee, throat, and trachea.)
b. They cause special changes (injury) in

the lung tissues.

o. Secondary to the changes in the lung
tissues, they cause alteration in the action of the circulatory
system and in the composition of the blood gasses.
4. Their physiological effect is not immediate
but generally produces death or serious injury w1 thin a. few
hours after exposure.
The lung injura.nte whioh will be disouaeed individually
are; phosgene, diphoegene, chlorpicrin, and chlorine. Others,
less well kno 1rm, will be disouesed a.e a group.
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l. PhoE!,g,™ (Carbonyl Chloride)
(French: "Collongi te"; German: "D-Stoff";

Bri tieh

Am. "CG")

&

Phoegene was first prepared in l8la by the British chemist
John Davy(1r).

It had been used in Germany in the dye industry

for about twenty years before the beginning of World Warr and
its properties were well known.
Phosgene was first used in warfare by the Germans who
introduced it in December 1915.
Physical and Chemical ProE~rtiee,!..
Under ordinary conditions, phosgene is a colorleae gas.
It condenses at 46.7°F. to a colorless liquid of 1.38 specific
gravity.

Its vapor is 3.5 times as heavy as air.

Although

phosgene boils at 46.7 0 F., the rate of evaporation is so slow
that in order to set up a satiefact~ry cloud gas concentration
in the field, it was found necessary to mix it with equal parts
of chlorine
Chemically, phoegene: is quite inert and when dry does not

attack iron.

It is, however, very sensitive to water and in

contact with it breaks down as represented below.
COCla

8H01

Physio~qg!_oal effect
Phosgerie has the odor of new-mo1vn hay.

Ho Never, in the
1

concentrations used 1n the field it hae bµt slight odor.

It

ie said to be detectable in low oonoentratione if inspired by

the ntobacco reaction".
tobacco emcke.(~,)

Thie 1e a flat, met~llio taste to

A concentration of 0.5 mg. per liter is

said to be fatal if breathed for ten minutes.
It is stated by Prentise that phoegr::ne owes ite toxic

effect to the liberation of hydrochloric acid in the presence
of moisture..

He etatee that it ie because the upper

respiratory paeeages are less moist than the lung that they

are affected less.
Whether it ie the liberation of hydrochloric acid within
the alveoli of the lung, or whether the gas acts directly to
irritate the lung, the important fact remains that the result
is the production of p\Jlmonary edema.
The action of phoegene is insidious sinoe ther is little

irr1 tation of the upper air paeeagee.

Gilchrist

(15' )

states

that "After moderate gassing, a man may feel able to carry on
his work for an hour or two with slight symptoms, but he may
become suddenly woree, may show evidenoe of extreme cyanoeis,
and eubeeqUently may pass into collapse.•
Norrie (1t'\) states that any physical exertion after
gaee;ing with phosgene accelerates the rate at whioh pulmonary
edema developee.

The exact mechanism of the production of pulmonary edema
in phoegene poisoning is not known.

Frent1&e (45") giy.ee four

views held in the production of pulmonary edema. Theee are
sta.ted below.
1. The gas acts directly on the capillaries lining the
walls of the alveoli and increa.ses their permeability.
2. The gas liberates "H" substances from the damaged lim ng

cells of the alveoli which caueee increased vascular permeability.
3. The pul1rcmary edema that develops is a result of cardiac

failure.

-1s4.

The lung lymphatics may be blocked by the action of

the gas and lymph overflows of the alveoli.

Prentl'ee· points out that the first suggestion is probably
correct.

He

states that the third view· ie certs.inly incorrect

and that the pulmonary edema is the oauee of oard1ao failure
rather than the reverse.
Laquer (11) showed thEit the administra.tion of atropine
or section of the vagi had little or no effect on the
development of pulmonary edema due to phoegene in experimental animals and concluded that the development of edema
ie independent of central nervous system action.
Underhill (S1) and hie workers investigated the
phyeiology(of phosgene poisoning.
out on dogs.

Their work was carried

They showed that gassing with phosgene caused

an increase in the respiratory rate.

During the first few

hours after gassing the anima.le were not seriously affectedth~ respiratory rate remained slightly above normal.

In the

more seriously affected animals the rate wae increased and the
depth decreased.

Thia, they ooncluded, wae apparently coupled

with the development of pulmonary edema.

They state that

while the respiratory rate does not give a consistent index
of the condition of the ani:ma.1, a rapid rate with shallow
breathing, in general, indieatee a serious condition.
Underhill and his workers studied chengee in metabolism
in phosgene poisoning.

Their studies of the urine of phoegene

gassed animals showed the changec• listed b&tlow.
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l. There was increa.sed nitrogen elimination.

a.

Acidosis was developed, as indicated by incre a se in

ammonia, acid phosphates, and organic a.c ids .
3. There was increased chloride eliimination after the

firet t wenty-four hours. Early, there was retention of chl oride.
These workers state that the increased elimination of ni trogen
was possibly due to the autolytic changes in the lunge.
The chloride retention for the first twenty-four hours was
probably a result of hemoconcentration.
The same workers showed that during the first two hours
after gassing the total solids of the blood were somewhat
less than normal.

Ho wever, after th1 a the blood con-

centration progressively increa sed to r each a maximum
at about the twenty-fourth hour.
It seems likely that hemoooncentration would cause

decrease in blood pressure due to difficulty in forcing the
viscous blood through the vessels.

This was abser~ed in

experimental gassing of dogs by Meek and Eyster (~1).

They

give the composite curve from ten cases which is reproduced

below.
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These authors believe tha,t blood pressure gives a.
rather accurs,te index of the cond.1.t ion of the animal.
The red cell count increases as the blood concentra,tion

progresses and Haldane (b\) states that the hemoglobin
may reach as 120%.

Since the blood concentration ie a result of passage
of fluid, from the vessels into the alveolar spaces of

the and therefore, follows the severity of the pulmonary
edema,

Underhill'& (l1) observation that the maximun

blood concentration is seen at about the twenty-fourth
hour, agrees

w1 th

the observation Koontz {1-) that after

the twenty-fourth hour the number of deaths from phoegene
poisoning begins to decrease.

The distant extra~pulm,mary

..

effecte of phoegene poisoning are, according to Watjen (<:.1 ),
due to the hemc,concentration and associated circulatory
diefunction.
Underhill {s1) studied the changes in the white cells
of the blood as a reeult of phosgene poisoning.

Se
.,.. states

that within about f1 ve houre after gaseing there was a

moderate neutroph111o leukooytos1s which returned rather
quickly to norn:al unless secondary infection developed.
It was found that the eosinophile rapidly disappeared from

the circulating blood after exposure to phosgene.
In •Studies in Asphyxia• {,,) it is re:ported that
doge exposed to oxygen lack showed increased blood nonprotein nitrogen, urea, and inorganic phosphate.

They also

observed acidosis and a slight neutrophilio leukooytosis.

Since these changes correspond rather well to the changes
seen in phosgene poisoning it might indicate that the blood
changes ue a result, of oxygen lack.

In the experiments

reported in •Studies in Aephyeia• the oxygen lack wae caused
by diminishing the concentration of oxygen in the inspired
air.

In phosgene poisoning the oxygen lack is probably

caused by the interference of gaseous exchange in tne

lunge

brought about by the lung edema.
The importance of blood concentration and oxygen
lack in phoegene poisoning will be brought out in the
discussion of treatment of this condition.
Morbid Anatomy

Hill (bq)deecr1bes the autopsy findings on a patient
dying as a reeult of phosgene poisoning.

He states, •There

was intense congestion of the mucosa of the trachea and the
larger bronchi.

Theee were f1ll9d with thin, light yellow,

frothy material.

When the chest was opened the lunge were

found to form a cast of the thoracic cavity and their
I

wetght was increased.

The cut lung tieeue wae of deep

maroon color and exudate ran from the surface.

There were

light gray patches on the surface of the lungs indioatiog
congested areas.

Intense congestion of the capillaries was

found and the alveoli were filled sith an exudate that took
eoein etain.

Some red cells were seen in the alveoli.

The heart was found to be dilated especially on the right.
The mucosal surface of the stoma.oh was found to be covered with
mooous.

Small heux:,rrhages were found in the eubmucosa.

Venous congestion and peteohial hemorrhages were

found

in the brain."
Winternitz (~~) found no pathology in the brain after
phoegene poisoning.

Koontz (16), however, states that, like

Hill, peteohial hemorrhages are found in the brain.
The triouspid ring is often dilated, thus giving rise
to relative triouepid insufficiency, according to Koontz.
Goldman

(1'1 )

gi vea as the chief pathological findings

after death from pbosgene poisoning the following: acute
pulmonary edema, emphysema, pulmonary vessel thrombosis,
purpura throughout the brain, and dilation of the right
heart.
Symptoms and Findings
When exposed to an atmosphere containing a dangerous
concentration of phosgene, there may be few symptoms
immediately.

If symptoms are present early they are,

according to Norrie (~1), smarting and watering of the eyes,
and nausea and vomiting (due to pharyngeal irrit~tion).
As previously stated, the principal irritation effect of
phoegene is on the lung and oaueee the d~velopment of
pulmonary edema.
There is frequently a delay of several hours in the
development of serious symptoms.

As pulmonary edema begins

to appear, there,is frequently slight oough, eoreneee or
sense of constriction in the chest, headache, epigaetric
pain, dyspnea, and fever from 100 to lOi degrees. Syncope
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and weaknese are prominent.
It ie stated by Norrie that if none of the above
symptoms have appeared by the end of twenty-four hours,
the individual has not been gaeeed or only to a negligible

degree.
Goldman (\1), Norris, Koontz (J.~), and Watjen ,~1.)
all agree that the severity of the symptoms and rapidity of
development of pulmonary edema are proportionate to the
a.mount of phyeical exertion undertaken by the patient after
being gassed.

Horris (l1) divides the severe ca.see of phoegene
poisoning into two grolll)&.
a. •cyanotic oases•.

These show incr~aeed reetl-

eesne.ss, dyepnea, weakness, and cough with a small amount

of frothy sometimes blood tinged sputum.

The pat1ent•e show

marked cyanoeis with venous distinction and a full, strong
pulse around 100 per minute,
b. "Gray Caeeen.

Theee are more serious.

The

patient•~ show slight cough with no expectoration, ashen
palor, marked tachypnea, shallow reepiration, low blood
pressure and rapid, thready pulse.

Theee patients are in

a state of collapse.
Concerning phyeical signs, Horris eta.tee the following.
"Early there may be no physical signs other than increased
pulee and respiratory rate.

monary edema appear.

Later, signs of beginning pul.-

,.
These oonsiet of crackling rales,
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(
"Blue" Casa of Phosgene Poeioning
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I

I \

"Gra y" Case of Phosgene Poisoning
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harsh breath sounds, pleural friction sounds and local
tympany from emphysema.

Theee find.inge are found to be

most pronounced over the upper ohest anteriorly.
edema increases, resonance beoomee impaired.

As the

Heart dul.lnese

increases to the right as dilatation occurs.•

The treatmAnt of poisoning by the lung injurants will
be d11:1ousE:ed later when the whole group ma,y be considered.
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a.

Diphosgene (trichlormethylcbloroformate)
(German: •Peretoff"; British: "Diphosgene•; French;

"Surpalite")
Thie gas wae int~oduoed by the Gern1ana in May 1916 and,

according to Prentiee (~3), was the principal killing gae
used in shells during World War I.
Phy&ical and Chemical Properties

D1phoegene is an oily liquid of specific gravity l.65.
Its boiling point is 127°

c.,

6.9 times as heavy as air.

and ~t gives off a vapor

Since its vapor is about twice

as hea.vy ae that of phosgene, it has superior ground-clinging properties.

It requires no refrigeration to keep it be-

low its boiling point for shell filling and is therefore,
easier to handle than phosgene.

In the presence of moisture, as in the gody tissues,
diphosgene breaks down to give two molecules of phoegene,,
whioh decompose into carbon dioxide and hydrooblor ic acid.

ClCOOCCl3

2Hz0: 2003

4HCl

As stated before, phoegene breaks down to oarbon dioxide and
water.
Phye1olog1cal Effect
The vapor of diphoagene is said to have a disagreeable,

suffocating ofor.

German and American figures on its

ioxioity are in d1sagreemEnt, but it is probable that it 1s
about the same ae phosgene.

Flury (\1..) gives the toxicity

index of t,Upboegene as 500, as compared to 450 for phoagene.
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The concentration of diphosgene detectable by odor is
0.0088 mg. per liter as compared with 0.0044 for pbosgene.

D1epbosgene ie nearly as inoidioue in its action as pbosgene,
but oaueea slightly more pronotmced burning of the eyes and
irritation of the respiratory passages early.
Since diphosgene is, in reality, tv,o molecules of

phosgene combined, and since it breaks down in the presence
of moisture to the saru~ end produote, it is not surprising
that the effect on the gassed individual ie the same.

There-

fore, diphosgene•s principal physiological effect ie the
same as that of phoegene--the production of pulmonary edema.
Korbid Anatomy jJld Spi~toms
The pathological changes found in the body after gassing
with diphosgene are the same as those caused by phosgene.

The symptoms are the same except that diphosgene causes
slightly more early ocular and upper respiratory irri ta.t1on
tba.n doe• phosgene.
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3. Chlorpioria (litroohloroform)
(Frenoh: •Aquinite"; British: •vomiting Gas•; German: •Klop•)
Chlc:xrpicrin was first ueed by the Russians in August 1916
and was later adapted by Germany.

During the first World

War 1t was commonly dispersed '.lfi th chlorine.
Physical a.nd Chemical _Properties
Chlorp1cr1n is a colorless, oily liquid of l.66 epecifio
gravity.

Its boiling point is 112°

vapor 5.6 times as heavy as air.

c.

and it gives off a

It is insoluble in water

and soluble in lipid solvents.
Chlorpiorin is quite stable chemically.

It is not

decomposed in the presence of water and does not combine with
acids or alkalis.

For the reason of ite chemical stability it is

difficult to protect against and must be removed from the air
by

the gas mask by passing it through charcoal.

Physiological Eff_!tQ!!.
Chlorpiorin, according to Prentiss (~)) has a sweetish

odor resembling that of fly paper.
phoegene.
is

a.o ~·

It is lees toxic tha.n

Its lethal concentration for ten minutes exposure
per liter.

The effects of ohlorpicr1n on the body are similar to

those produced

by

phoagene.

Its chief effect is the

production of pulmonary edema. by its irritant aotion on the
lu."lg. (s3).

Chlorpiorin, aooording to Underhill (S1),

irritates the traohea a.nd larger bronchi somewhat more than
phosgene, while its aotion on the bronchioles and alveoli
resemble that of phosgene closely.
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Morbid Anatomy and SIJllPtoms
The pathological ohanges found after ohlorpiorin poisoning are similar to those caused

by

phosgene, except,

aooording to Underhill (r1), for more intense inflammation
in the larger respiratory passages and less tendency to
thrombosis of the pulmonary vessels.
There may be a delay of up to four hours after gassing
with ohloT piorin before the appearance of symptoms.

The

symptoms are similar to those of phosgene poisoning exoept
for more intense early irritation of the nose and eyes, and
more nausea and vomiting.
symptom to appear.

La.orimation is usually the firat
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4.

Chlorine
Chlorine is a member of the lung injurant group of gases.

It is mentioned here because of its hietorioal importance and
not because it is likely to be used in future warfare einoe,
it is eo chemically active, it ie easily protected against, and
since more effective gases are available.

It was the first

toxic gas used on an effective scale in the first World War.
It was introduced by the Germans on April 22, 1915, and vra.e
released from cylinders.

It is estimated to have caused

15,000 casualties of whioh 5,000 were fatal, since the British

were taken completely ey surprise.

In May 1915, there appeared

in the •British Medical Journal• (~1), a description of
the first gas attacks.

It states that •witnesses have reported

that the ga.s is projected from a tube when the wind is toward
the Allies and it appears as a yellowish-brown smoke whioh
floats along close to the gromd.•

The author states "It

oauees buttons te1 turn green and bayonets black.•

The

author states that from the last phenomena the gas was
believed to be chlorine, although the French believed it
to be bromine.

The fact that the exact nature of the gas was in doubt
is also shmm in another editorial in the ''Bri tieh Medical
Journai' for the same month(~~).

Thie author states "As for

the nature of the gas, there now seems to be reason to suppose
it is not in all instances the same, and that in some, if not
all, the gas is a meohanioal misture.•

It is now believed

that the gas used by the Germans at this time probably was essentially pure chlorine.
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Physical and Chemioal Properties
At ordinary temperaturc, and pressures chlorine is a
yello "1ah volatile gas with a characteristic pungent odor~
1

As a gas it is about

a.s

times as heavy as air eo that when

released it clings well to the ground.

rt is easily liquit-

ied and a liter of liquid chlorine at 25 degrees
yield 434 liters of gas.

c.

will

In the presence of moisture it is

very reactive and will attack nearly all metals and organic

substances.
fhys16logioal Effects
The lethal oonoentration of chlorine for ten minutes
exposure is 5. 6 milograme per 11 ter (~S).

Gilchrist (,S" )

summarizes the phyeiologio~l action of chlorine as given
below.

It stimulates the sensory nerves, and produbas pain and
spasm of the bronchi~

The irritation of the gas causes

obstruotion of the bronchial twee by an inflammatory exudate.
The irritation of the lungs by the gas caueee a flooding of
the air eaos with fluid and results in interference with
gaseous exchange.

Due

to coughing, emphysema is ~oduoed in

the l\mge and the subcutaneous tissues of the neck.
Morbid Anatomy
The pathological changes fowd after poisoning with
ohlor1ne are similar to those produced

by

phosgene except,

ae pointed out by Underhill ()1), chlorine causes more intense
irritation of the upper respiratory passages than either phosgene
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or ohlorpiorin.

The irrit&tion of the trachea is frequently

so intense aa to ca.use necrosis of the mucous membrane(.i7).
The changes in the lung a.re similar to those due to phosgene-principally edema.
Symptom~
There is violent irritation of the upper respiratory tract.

Rarely, sudden death ma.y occur after the first inhalation of
a very heavy concentration due to reflex action {S3).

With

exposure to the usual concentration found in the field,

the first symptoms are a ~urning sensation in the throat, a
feeling of suffooation, and violent oo,ugh1ng.
ayaptoms of pulmonary edema may appear

The

as soon ae twenty

minutes after gassing, and these are the same as described
under pho.egene.
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5.

Additional ~ung Inju;_~Il,ll
There were a number of other lung injurant gases introd-

uced during the first World war.

These were, howner, not uaed

in sufficient quantities to determine definitely their
effectiveness.

The action of all of these is principally on the

lung and the production, by irritation, of pulmonary edema.
The pathologioal changes they produoe are similar to those
caused

by

phoegene.

Some of these lung injurant compounds

are: phenyloarbylamine chloride, dionlordimethyl ether and
dibromdimethyl ether, phenyldiohlorarsine, ethyldiohlorareine,
and phenyldidbromaraine.

The laat three of these, in addition

to aoting ae lung i~urants, a:ce - capable of producing
systemic intoxication as a result of their arsenic content.
Treaiment of _ Ce.sua.l. ties Caused by the Lung Injura.nts
The treatment of patients injUTed by this group of gases
resolves itself into oorrbating first, pulmonary edema and the
results of pulmonary edema; second, the symptoms arising from
irritation of the eyes and upper respiratory passages; and
third, the development of arsenic 1ntox1oat ion when this is a
possibility.
a.

These will be taken up separately.

Combating pulmonary edema. and 1ta reeul te.

As

pointed out by Norris (lq), the patient's condition may be
made greatly 'NOrse by any physioal exertion and therefore
casualties caused by the lung injurants Should be considered
strictly ae stretcher oases.

Goldman (11) states that it is

safest to oonaider any gassed patient in serious condition
because of the delay that may occur in the development of
symptoms.

Be%i4f~ ~bsolute reet, warmth is essential(~).
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Artifioial respiration is oontraindioated (,1). The above
measures are mainly to prevent or minimize pulmonary
edema.
■oaewhat

Onoe this hae developed the treatment varies
aoooring to whether the patient falls into the "Blue"

or the "Gray• group of oases.
The oyanotio patient, aooording to Haldane(,i), is not

suffering primarily from oxygen laok uut rather from
embarasement of the right heart due to diffioulty experienoed
by

the heart in forcing blood throughthe thrombosed capillaries

of the lmgs.

Underhill (si) concludes from exper1aents of

animals, that the most important measure in the treatment of
the oyanotio patient is veneaedtion.

He states that about

500 oo. of blood should be removed as soon as ; pulmonary

edema begins to appear.

Thie may be repeated in four hours.

Norrie (~1) atatea that the exact amount of blood removed is
unimportant and that bleeding should be continued until the
patient ahovrs improvement.

He points out that a good-sized

vein, should be opened sim e the blood is inspisated and
clots readily.

Underhill (s7) advocates replaoing the

blood removed nth a like amoUllD.t of phys1olog1oal saline.
Seoond in importanoe to veneseotion, acoording to
Underhill (ol) is the administration of oxygen.
be

given

by

whatever method available.

Thie should

If no inhalation

apparatus is available, according to Hensohen(10), oxygen
may be given by subcutaneous injection.
500

oc. may be given by this method·

He reports that

Hill (-q) states that atropine is of no value in
preventing or diminishing the pulmonary edema.

This agrees

with the experimental evidence presented by Laquer (1~).
Adrenaline is likewise of no value and Hooh (~~) states that
it may increase pulmonary edema.
Raising the foot of the bed about eighteen inches is aaid
to help allow escape of fluid from the lungs.
The use of ammonia inhalations in an attempt to
neutralize the acid in the lung and thus minimize pulmonary
edema is probably of no value. (

).

Experimentally, it has

been sho1m that the injection of urease will partially
protect the animal; ~eeumably
in the lung.

by

liberation of ammonia

It is euggestea that 7cc. of a

10%

aqta,eoua

solution of jack bean meal given intravenously might be
suitable for the treatment of phoegene

poisoning in man.

A dose of one grain of emetine for a 150 pound man
is said to retard the development of pulmonary edema

(bS).

To combat restlessness and apprehension, barbiturates
may be given~ but morphine

is contraindicated (53), (~\).

From experimental work on dogs, Barbour (,s- ) oonol ud.es
that morphin~ may be given in ema.ll doses without increasing
the percentage fatality.
reao hed

oy

Adame ( 2.

This oonolusion was aleo

)•

The "Gray• patient, according to Haldane (,i), is not
suffering from failure on the part of the heart in ability
to push, the blood through the edematous lung.

In his
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condition there is obstruction to the entrance of oxygen by
the fluid in the alveoli while carbon dioxide 1e allowed to
excape quite frenly due to its greater water solubility.

Thl.ft

the "Gray" patient suffers primarily from respiratory failure.
It is probable that the vascular collapse is a result of
oxygen lack.
Veneeect1on is contraindicated in the "Gray" patient aooording to Norrie (~1).

Oxygen she~ be given by ma.sk, nasal

catheter or other methods available.

Coramine and metrazole:

are of no value (~-3).
Surgery during the stage of pulmonary edema. is contra.indicated.

If it is necessary as a life saving measure, looal,

spinal of Evipal are mu.oh preferable to inhalation anesthetio s (~, ).
(1.1.) •

If bronoho-pneumonia develops the patient should be given
sulfa therapy (S"l).
b. Tre4tment of Eye and Upper Respiratory Irritation.

Irritation of the eyes and upper respiratory passages is most
pronomioed with poisoning by chlorpicrin, chlorine, and
rapid acting arsenioal lwig 1njurants. To relieve this irritation, the eyes may be irrigated with vwo percent sodium
bicarbonate solution or plain water.

Pain, irritation and

congestion of the eyes and nose may also be comoated by using
the drops suggested in Technical Manual No.8'(53).

These are

Medical Dept. 1 tem No. 91091 which have already 'been described.

It 1s important to remember that if there is any possibility

that irritation of the eyes of a gas oasua.lty may be due to
exposure to one of the arsenical agents, it is necessary to
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use the treatment desoribed. for tHe eyes under the discussion
of lewisite poisoning ae soon as possible
o. Prevention of Development of Arsenic intoxication.
This is a poeslbility only when the patient has been ga.sted
with one of the lung inj urants cont.aining arsenic such a.e;
phenyldichlorarsine, ethyldichlorarsine and phenyldibromarsine.
Adequate fluid intake should be maintained.

Glucose

should be given intravenously to protect the liver if it
ie not possible to give sugar by mouth.

If the patient is

able to take foods by mouth, an high carbohydrate, high
protein, high vita.mine

diet should be prov1ded1fl)
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B. Systemic Toxics
Besides the lung injurant group of gases just discussed,
included with the lethal agents, are the systemic poisons.

The

systemic toxic agents were introduced during World War I, but
met with little success since they were too rapidly dispersed
in the field.

Prentiss (~f) points out that the future of

the systemic toxics is probably limited to use against small,
well-defined targets; especially where men are sheltered in
dugouts, deep trenches, woods, and eto.

Under such conditions

a high concentration may be established and maintained for
several minutes.

The two most important systemic poisons that

~ave been used in the past, and might be used in the future,
are hydrooyanic acid and arsenuretted hydrogen.

l. Hydrocyanio Acid
This material was known for about a century before world
War I as a powerful lethal agent.

It was employed ae a weapon

by the French in 1916 and apparently the French were the only

ones who believed 1 t had much value as a. war gas. ("'5")
Physical Properties
Hydrooyanic aoid is a colorless liquid of 0.7 specific
gravity which boils at 26°

c.

It gives off a vapor which ie

0.93 times as dense as air.

Phyeiologioal Effect and Symptoms
Hydrocyanio acid has the odor of bitter almond.

The lethal

concentration for ten minutes expoeur1:; is 0.20 mg per liter (
Hydrocyanio acid acts by suspending the oxidative processes
of living cells.

It inhibits the action of respiratory

enzymes ~nd thus, according to Hederer and Istin (~\), brings

).
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about internal asphyxiation.

Symptoms, ae given

by

Goldman, are faintneee, dizzyneee,

dryness of the throat, and coma rapidly progressing to deathi,1 ).
Treatment
It ie eesential that treatment be given imnediately,
since death may occur in a matter of minutes (>3).

Until

the solutions for injeotion may be obtained, inhalations of
amyl nitrite should be given.

Inhalations should be given

for thirty seconds out of every two minutee.
possiole 0.3 to

o.s

As soon ae

grams of sodium nitrite in 10-15 co.

of eterile water should be injected intravenously.
four minutes should be taken for the injection.

About

Then 25

grams of sodium thiosulphate in 5000. of saline should be
injected.

Ten minutes 1s taken for this injection.

If,

after thie treatment, symptoms reappear, the same drugs should
be repeated using half the above doses.

Ephedrine is used to

control any serious fall in blood pressure that may occur asa
result of the adminstration of nitrites.
The object of the treatment outlined above is the
form methemoglo•in· (by administration of nitrite) and thus
tie up the CN ion, as oyanmethemoglobin. Since this last
compound diesooiates, the thioeulfate is given to
oonvert the dissociated cyanide to thiocyanate which is
non-toxic (s-'t).
By the above method, experimental animals may be pro-

tected against 21 minimum lethal doses of cyanide(~~).
2. Arsenuretted Hydrogen (Arsine)

Physical and Chemical ProQerties
Arsine ie a colorless, inflammable gas about l.5 times
aa heavy as air {S~).
It is formed by the action of water on metallic
areen1dee and may be disseminated in this form so that rain
oausea production of the gas.
Physiological Effects
Although when pure it is odorless, impurities conmonly
present give it a garlic like odor.

However, it may not

be detecta:-:,le when present in dangerous ooncentra.tion.
Arsine has no irritant action, but upon absorption from
the l'Lm.g it passes into the red blood corpuscles and is
strongly concentrated in these ()S).

The fragility of the

oorpueoles is increased and bemolyeie occurs.

The free

hemoglobin is excreted by the kidney.
Also, part of the hemoglobin is converted into bilirubin
and diffuses into the tissue spaces to give jatmdioe.

Tubular

nephrosie is prominent in the kidneys and is accompanied by albuminaria and the formation of casts.

The blood urea. and

N.P.N. is raised as a result of impaired kidney function.
In addition, areine acts directly to depress the central
nervoua system (S&f-).
llorb id Ana tomi
After death from ara1ne)po1son1ng, the principal
pathologioal findings are degeneration of the lining of the
kidney tubules, pronounced oongeetion and yellow areas of
necrosis in the liver, and enlargement and congestion of the

The heart and lunge are not damaged (~f).

spleen.
Symptoms

There are no immediate symptoms of arsine poisoning.
They may appear at any time within six to thirty-six hours
after

exposure and consist of epigaetrio pain, headache, vomit-

ing, weakness, dyspnea and coma.

The skin is oyanotio.

Later, jaundice, aneuria and arsenical peripheral neuritis
may

000 ur

c~-~ )•

Treatment
Bloc,d transfusion is probably the moat important single

measure.

Five hundred oc. should be given as frequently as·

required (~5").
Diuresis should be promoted by giving four or more
pints of water ea.ch day.

Alkalis should be given in suffic-

ient amounts to keep the urine alkaline and thue avoid
precipitation of hematin in the kidney tubules.

Glucose

should be supplied in large qua.nti tiee to restC1re the

da.maged liver.
During convaleeoenoe, liver

extract should be given

since the damaged liver is not able to store the hematinio
princip£.l satisfactorily ( 35').

An high protein, high

carbo~ydrate, high vitamin diet should be provided ae
always in the treatnient of areenica.l poisoning.
During the acute ietage, oxygen inhalations are probably
I

of 11 ttle value since lthe red<;oelle not destroyed are already
saturated(~~).
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Residua. of E9isQn,_;,ng__£1_Y!'~.l9.!B-k~nd_!,,_ung Injurant!

There eeem1::, to be qm.:te marked difference of opinion
among 1nvestiga.tore on the subject of the frequency of occurer..oe

cf residual damage resulting from exposure to warfare gases.
According to Goldman ( \'"\ ) , there is a vast amount of misinformation of the eub~ect.

He etatee that this is due

to the fact that "Blame for practically every complaint,
respiratory or otherwise, has been placed by veterans on
being gassed in the war."
What might be termed immediate residuals, since they may
complica.te the convalescence

of patients recovering f'i-om

mustard gas poisoning, are, according to Norrie (31),
functional photophobia, bronchitis, substernal and
ep1ga.str1c pain, and ca,rd1ao irregularities.
Borris states also that ;fhile severely gassed patients
usually die, and slightly gassed patients usually recover,
"There is doubtleee a middle class in Nhich bronchiectaaie

develops in time as a result of oicatricial changes but, ae
far as is kno11r, true tuberculosis as a sequel does not occur."

He says, ho·,,ever, that it ia conceivaple that a latent lesion

may be activated by gasting.

Koontz (~~7 reports that experimental work on rabbits
that animals gaeeed with phosgene, mustard, and lewisite were

no more susceptible to tuberculosis than control animals.

The

gaseing of animals w1 th already well developed tuberculosis
did not apprecia,bly accelerate the process.

Gilchrist and Matz(\~) reported that it appeared that in
some oaeee it appeared that there had been react1vation of
previously "Healed" pulmonary tuberculosis.

-76In an article by Abbott, in the British Medical
Journal (I), there was a study reported of cases
to the Veterans Pension Board.

of appeals

It was concluded after this

study that the percentage of tuberculosis was slightly
higher s.mong non-ga.e exposed veterans than among those
exposed to gas.

It is stated the.t among the cases studied

nEffort Syndrome" was found to occur in 42.8% of the gas
exposed and 27.1% of the non-gas exposed.
Berenblum (~) states that persistent contraotures may
result from severe mustard burns, and that occasional oases
of blindness may occur as a result of corneal ulceration caused
by Mustard.
Matz(~'i) reports that in a study made of 487 gassed
veterans, it appeared that Mustard had produced a large
number of oases of chronic bronchitis and emphysema. (usually
associated) which might be seen ae late ae eight to ten
years after exposure to the gas.
In an editorial in the "British

Medical Journal•, for

1933,( \ ), it is reported that Britieh investigators (unnamed)
studied 300 cases of chlorine poisoning and among these found
188 who showed signs of irritable heart, bronchitis, asthma, and
neuroses four years after injury •

.

Regarding the residua of phoegene poisoning, Watjen(~~)
states that gassed patients may suffer from bronchiectasis and
emphysema years after their exposure.
It would eeen from the above statements, that the subject
of residual pathology occuring as,a result of poisoning by war
gasses needs further study.

It seems likely that part of the
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confusion is due to the fact that lmder wa.r-time conditions,
it is sometimes difficult to evaluate the extent of injury
bJ gas.

Aleo, it ie conceivable, tha.t "effort syndrome",

neurosee, and tuberouloeis might be precipitated by other
infl uenoee which. might be acting on the soldier during times
of war.

-7aIV Haram_ng Agents

A. Lao rimato re
The lacrimators may be divided into a simple (producing
injury only to the eye), and toxio (produo3.:ng injury to
other parts of the body--principally the lung).
The lacrimatore were the first toxic gases used as
weapons in World War I, and were employed by the French as

early ae August 1914 {~S).

They were used even e~rlier than

this by the French in police work as diecueced under methode of
disbemination of gases.

While usually thought of ea non-toxic, the lacr1mators

used in the first World War were as toxic as many of the
"lethal" gases used ('\S).

However, in the concentra.tione used

in battle the effect was only on the eyes and wa.e transitory

and resulted in no permanent damage.
At the present time..:.i t would seem that the principal use
of lacrimstors is in the testing of gas masks for fit a.nd,

since they are easily protected against (by mask), it seems
unlikely they will be used azain as battle gases.
~roup Cha!acterletice
l. They have the power to irritate the eyes without

producing noticeable lesions and their action is reversible.
8. Their threshold of action is low.

3.

They produce almoet instantaneous physiological effect.

4. They are closely related chemically and are composed
of a central carbon atom plus halogen.
5. They are, in genera.l, physically, liquids of high
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boiling points.

They are practically ineolut~le in water but

are readily dissolved in fats or orga.nio solvents.

The principal laor1mator used at the present time ie
chloraoetophenone.

Chloracetophenone has been chosen for

disoueeion here since by the study of the properties of
this compound, the symptoms and treatment of injuries caused
by

the group of lacrimatory agents ma.y

be

ur.deretood.

Chloracetophenone is likely to be met in the pure
form or mixed with other materials as given belowL~~"")
l. CNB, coneieting of ohloracetophenone., benzol, a.nd
carbon tetrachloride.

2. CND, consisting of ON, and ethylene ciohloride.
3.
l.

CNS, consisting of ON, chloroform, and chlorpicrin.

Chloraceto~henone ("CN")
This compound was discovered in 1869 by Graebe who

described the effects of its vapor upon the eyes (q)).

It

was studied, but not used by the Americans during World War I.

Physioa!_I:ropertiee
The cryeta.ls of chloracetophenone have a specific gravity
of l. 3, melt at 59°
1e low.

c.

and boil a.t 247°c.

Its vapor pressure

It is freely soluble in lipid solvents {~S").

PhyeiolO£tOal Eff~

Chloracetophenone has an odor resembling apple-blossoms.
It 16 capable of irritatin the eyes sufficiently at a con-

centration of 0.0003 mg. per liter to produoe lacrimation.
concentration of 0.0045 mg. per liter is intolerable.
In addition to its lacrimatory effect, it irritates the

A

-soThus its aymptome

upper respiratory passages and the skin.

inolude, heeides lacrimation, photophobia, blepharocpaem,
irritation of the nose in ;hot weather, burning and itching

of the moist skin. (sl).

Ooaeionally, it cauaee mild

papulo-vesicula.r derma,ti tis and vomiting.

If a large

amount of the material oontacts the eye it ~ay cause
corneal ulcera.tion, this 1e especially true i.f it ie mixed
with toxic liquids and there is direct

liquid con-

tc1mination of the eye.
Treatment (for any of the laorimatore)
If there has been no liquid oontaminBtion of the eye,

facing into the wind with the eyes open is recomrnended to
remove the irritating agent.

If liquid contamination of the

eye has occured, the frequent instillation of the following
solution is reco~®ended

(s3).
grams or cc.

Sodium eulfi te

0.4

Distilled water

25.0

Glyoerol

75.0

For skin irritation a solution of four percent sodium
eufite in 5($ alcohol ie advised.
For relief of pain due to irritotion of the eyes and nose
the drops described under the treatment of phoegene poisoning may be used.

-aiB. Sternuta.!Qn (sensory irritants)
These agents were developed to fill the need for a
non-persistent, rapid acting material that would penetrate
the effective respirators which had beFn developed by the middle
of 1917.

The object of such penetration was to cause

sneezing, miusea and vomiting and thus cause removal of
the mask and exposure of the individual to the lung
inj urant group of gases which were dispersed w1 th the
sensory irritants.
Gro;up Characteristics

The sternutators are all solids with neglible vapor
pree.sure•.

During World War I they were d1epereed by the

Germane

bursting charges as a cloud of finely divided

by

solid particles which ilVOuld penetrate the ordina.ry

respirator used at this time.
After introduction by the Germans of diphenylcyanarsine
dispersed by exploeion, it was ehoYm by the British that a

much more effective method of dispersal was by a smoke candle.
When d1spereed in this manner, it wae found to penetrate
the masks developed by the Germane to protect against this
material and proved effect1 ve against the Germen troop~. (,3 )

The~·sliernutators are all compounds composed. of

trivalant arsenic linked to single halogen or cyanide, a.nd
to two carbonyl radiclee ('\S-).
The compounds which have sense:ry irritant action are
diphenylchlorarsine, ethylcarbazol, phenyldiohlora.reine,
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ethyldichlorarsine, ethyldibromareine, diphenylcyanarsine
and diphenylaminechlorareine or Adameite.
The eyanptoms, pathology, treatment a.nd prognosis are
similar in exposure to any of the above named agente.
These will be brought out in the diecUE-eion of
diphenylcya.nareine and Adameite.

These two are chosen

for special ooneideration since they are probably the most

effective members of the group.
Physical PrERertie!_~Physiological Effeote
l.

D1phenylam1neohlorarsine (•Adamsite), when pure,

is a yellow orystalline solid of l.65 specific gravity.
As used in chemical warfare (impure) it is a dark green
crystalline material which melts at a temperature of 190°

c.

Upon dissemination into the air, it persists for about ten

minutes and therefore is classed as a non-persistent agent.
To the average person, dip~nylamineohlorareine is
odorless in ordinary field concentration.

It irritates

eyes, nose and throat in oonoantration of

0.00038 mg. per

liter.

The lethal concentration of ten minutes exposure is

3.0 mg. per liter. ('¼S )..

In addition to irritation of moist

surfaces, it acts on the central nervou.e system to produce
mental depression. (s~).
2.Diphenyloyanareine (Ge~an,"Clark II•).
This material is a oolorlees crystalline solid of 1. 45
specific gravity.

Its boiling point is 350°

a.bout ten minutes in the field (i.t\i").

c.

It persists
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D1phenyloyanars1ne hae an odor of garlio and bitter almonds.

Its intolerable concentration is 0.0025 mg. per liter thus
ma.king it the moat effective in low concentration of all
chemical agents used in war.

same as with Adameite.

The phyeiologioal effects are the

For war use it is usually mixed

with equal parts of phenyldiohlorareine and euch a combination is said to be superior to either of these agents used
alone.
Phyaiologi~aJ. Effects and Symptomfo of the Sternutator~
This material produces local irritation of the nose,

accessory nasal sinuses, throat and eyes.
/'. Symptoms are pain and a feeling of u.fullness in the

nose and sinuees, accompanied by eevere headache.

Following

thie, there is a sensation of 1ntenee burning in the throat,
and tightness and pain in the chest.
in the eyes are produced.

Laorimation and pain

Sneezing is violent and nausea

and vomiting frequently occur(>~).

Effects pass off 1n

about an hour.
Treatment

The inhalation of dilute chlorine from a bottle of
b:leaching powder is said to give subjective relief from
irritation.

Aspirin may be given to telieve the

headache

and general discomfort. Goldman (\1) suggests washing out
the mouth and nose 'Nith a t·No per cent solution of sodium
bicarbonate.

Sinoe recovery is so prompt, very few cases

-8+are likely to reach

the medioal

eervioe for treatment.

-as-

Part III. General Prinoiple1 of Protection and Decontamination
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I. Protection
A. Detection and Identification
According to Goldman(\t ) , there has been no method
of chemical detection of war gases demonstrated ae thoroughly
satisfactory.

Grigor and Noverraz describe a oolormetrio

method based on the hydrolysis of gases with the formation

of aoide (,~).

Thie, they state, enables on to quickly teat

for the common gases.
Ledfors (k~), in an article on protection against gas, tells
how to make up reagents for the detection of the ordinary
war gases.

In the

booklet "Protection Against Gas" (~l ),

it is stated that •There have been developed special kinds
of colored paper, powder, and paints which 'lm.dergo welldefined color changes •.• •

These are useful principally in

the detection and identification of the ves1cant agents.

The

use of suoh papers is described in a tr&.ining circular issued
by the War Department (~.) and will not be discussed here.

organoleptio analysis is the term given to the detection
and identification of the war gases
Ja.oo~;s (1.)).

by

the eenee of smell

by

The training of indi viduale likely to be exposed

to gas in the recognition of gases

by

odor is of the great-

est importa.noe as a protective measure (,,).

may be obtained

by

Su.oh a knowl~g•

smelling small quantities of gas absorbed

on oharooal and kept in bottles.
B. Individual Proteot1on
The principal,;aethod of protection of the individual
against inhalation of gas is the respirator.

The problem

of protection by this method has been stated by Auld ( 6 )
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ae follows; "Respirators have to fulfill t1«> requirements
whioh are quite opposed to each other.

In the first place,

they should be sufficiently large and elaborate to give full
protection against any concentration of gas, whereas military
exigency requires that they be light and comfortable.

It is

neoessa.ry to strike a balanoe bet·,.,e""n these two •.. Oxygen
ap)aratus will not do because of its
life."

weight a.nd limited

He stated, regarding the firet World war, that,

"The side whioh oan forGe the other to use oxygen respirators for protection will probably

win the war.•

The standard respirator iu uae at the present time
consists of a cannister or oontainer in which are special
materials which prevent the entrance of deleterious
substances into the respiratory tract.

According to

Maxwell (1S), these, briefly, oonaiet of of activated
oharooal and a number of filtering pads.

The charcoal

absorbs most gases except carbon monoxide, nitrou oxide,
and arsine.

Metallic catalysts on partiO•ulate matter is

removed by a filter whose exact nature1is secret.

The faoe-

pieoe is eo constructed that it fits the face accurately

and thus preyents air entering from any other place than
the oa.nnister.
Other methods of proteotion against gas besides the
respirator are protective clothing and protective salve.
These are to protect the body against the veeioante.

-asProtective clothing~ts probably only ueeful to protect
the individual engaged in decontamination .1Vork.
1

It consists

of a linseed 01l~oloth coverall with elastic waists and
ankles and a tight fitting hood.

It must be discarded

if it is splashed with liquid mustard.

Since it ie

impervious to air, it is uncomfortable to wear and probably
cannot be tolerated for more than fifteen to t·wenty minutes ('\s).
Protective cointments were tried during World War I, but
were found unsatisfactory sinoe they absorbed mustard gasl \ i ).
Since th;.1t time new ones have been developed wh~oh may be
of va+ue.

The use of suoh ointment (Medical Department

item No. 9118?), is described in "Technical Manual No. 8" (5~ }.

c.

Collective Protection

There ;are two main types of anti-gas shelters

according to ~,ax•,rell ('~s}.

The first is the large cap-

aci ty shelter which is ventilated by filtration unite.
The second is the improvised shelter for use in private
homes and oonaiets
a room or rooms made relatively gas-

dt

proof and not ventilated.

Details of the construction of

ventilated and non-ventilated are given in "Protection
Against Gas• (~\}.

II. Decontamination
The common methods used in decontamination are
ventilation, chemical decomposition, or neutralization of the

gas, and covering of the toxic material(as with sand, earth
or gae-pro0f paints}.
A. Contaminated Land
A contaminated area may be rendered temporarily safe
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by

spreading earth or sand at least three inches thick.

Such covering is made safer by wetting (~t).
Brush covered land ie beet deoontaminated by burning.

(~f).

The decontamination of wooded areas is usually not feasible
Areas contaminated ~ith lewisite may be made eafe by
liberal wetting eince at ordinary temperatures, le viai te
1

is decomposed by water.
Cl CH; OBAsCla

+ HzO : ClOh: CHAsO + 2H01

Mustard, however, is not hydrolized by cold water at a
sufficient rate for wetting to be pr~ot1cal as a method
of deoontaminat1on.

Mustard contaminated areas are best

rendered safe by spreading chloride of lime mixed with earth
in the proportion one part ohloride of lime to three parts

earth or sana (~sJ
The aotion of blea.oh powder is represented below.

(, . . 0 .-, . +
QI,

...

'-

,,.,.c.rl1.·C.t-11. CJ.
<,
"-(. Hl' (.. H \ (.J

"'-'

~

..,cH, .( H'-· U.

S o---

..

'-( ~, \.. · L \-4 '- · ~
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B. Contaminated Buildings
These should be opened and thoroughly ventilated.

The

interior should be scrubbed with hot wa,ter, strong alkaline
soap, and washing soda.

Since wood abeorbe mustard gae, it

should be painted with mustard proof p~ing or removed
and destroyed.
by

Conorete surfaces may be made safe

sealing in the mustard, by painting with sodium silicate

( water glass).

Greasy eurfaoes which are likely to retain

;11

Jl..
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the lipid soluble gases, should be cleaned with gasoline or
keroeene('i).. ).

c.contaminated Clothes
Clothes contaminated

by

the vapor of veeicant gases can

be made safe by steaming for two hours.

If they have

been splashed '~i th the liquid, they should oe steamed
1

for about six hours(~,).

Another method to remove

Mustard liquid on clothes is to expose them in a closed
chamber to chlorine gas for thirty minutes and then
steam for one hour.

A plan for a model decontamine.tion

unit is given in •1,ancet• for January 1941 {JI).

A deaoript-

ion of a. mobile Aieeontam1nation unit used .during world war I
is given 1n •Paris Letter• (~3).

o.

Contaminated Food and water

Every effort should be made to prevent food from
becoming contaminated.

This may be accomplished by storing

it in glass or in air-tight cellophane envelopes.
Foods contaminated by phoagene, diphosgene or chlorine
may be rendered safe for consumption by airing and cooking,
although they still have a disagreeable taste (~f).

Chlor-

picrin cannot be hydrol1ze4 even under the degree of heat
used in cooking.

Therefore, food contaminated

by

this

material must be discarded.
Food oontruninated with lewieite ie poisonous even
after cooking and should be destroyed.
mustard-damaged food(i.t1..).

The same ie true with
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Water which has been contaminated with lew1e1te oan not
be rendered safe for uee by any practical method.

Mustard

contaminated water should be avoided but if necessary, may
be made safe by allowing it to stand for at least four

hours, syphoning off the top three quarters, chlorinating
this in the usual manner used in the field, and then boiling
the chlorinated water for one hour(~~).
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